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China’s ruling Communist Party has opened a new front in its long, ambitious war to shape global public opinion: Western social media.

Army of fake fans boosts China’s messaging on Twitter
The former military man and criminal justice expert has released the first of a four-book story on a nuclear attack and the future of mankind.

Face Time: Ronald Fowler — Lewiston security expert and dystopian fiction writer
Also on the six-strong short list is Survivors ... to hear often forgotten or neglected voices from the ancient world to the modern day. The Wolfson History Prize serves as a reminder of the ...

Allen Lane bags two on £40k Wolfson History Prize shortlist
Explores the relationship between magazine culture and the development of the modern short story form in Britain ...

The Modern Short Story and Magazine Culture, 1880-1950
I will concede, though I have made multiple trips to the Oxford located in Butler County ... may not have been the “shot heard round the world,” but it certainly reverberated loudly in ...

Ken Pollitz: Taking a shot in the dark
By day, Sapir Englard is a music student in Boston. By night, she’s the wildly successful writer behind a romance series that’s burning up phones around the world.

Meet the Berklee student making $15,000 a month writing steamy werewolf fiction for a smartphone app
Chinese oil imports are among the closest watched indicators for global oil demand trends in the world. That’s despite ... This question may be important for short-term oil trading decisions ...

Is The Global Oil Industry Relying Too Much On China?
Immunizing most of humanity in short order is a monumental task, one never attempted before. Experts say note that things have already moved with unprecedented speed. A year and a half ago, the ...

What would it take to vaccinate the whole world? Let’s take a look.
The modern Pakistani short story in English is a curious rarity ... her metaphors possess the cool simplicity of a keenly observed world: sofas are “covered in plastic like expensive new ...

FICTION: COMPELLINGLY ENJOYABLE
Big-power muscle flexing helps explain much of the world’s vaccine inequities, but there's another reason behind insufficient doses: The challenge of making them is unprecedented.

How Hard Could It Be to Vaccinate the Whole World? This Hard.
The world of NIL match-making is nearly here, and and it's created a cascade of activity in an untapped space. For two years now, Icon Source has provided a marketplace for talent, such as pro ...

Inside the Hidden Industry of Name, Image and Likeness and the Changing World for College Athletes
Before planets around other stars were first discovered in the 1990s, these far-flung exotic worlds lived only in the imagination of science fiction ... get just from the shorter, near-infrared ...

NASA's Webb Telescope to study young exoplanets on the edge
9 Department of Zoology, University of Oxford, Oxford OX1 3SZ, UK ... and to ramp up vaccination efforts throughout the world. As the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) ...

Epidemiological and evolutionary considerations of SARS-CoV-2 vaccine dosing regimes
10:30 a.m.: Guy Raz, Mindy Thomas, Zooey Deschanel Based on their No. 1 kids podcast, “Wow in the World,” hosts ... literary works spanning fiction, crime fiction, short stories and poetry ...

Here’s the complete list of virtual panels for the 2021 Festival of Books
More vaccines are nearing approval around the world, but the global immunization campaign remains stalled. Climbers are making the ascent toward the summit of Mount Everest, despite reports of cases ...

Covid-19: States Turn Down Hundreds of Thousands of Vaccine Doses
A version of this story appeared in the April 23 edition of CNN's Coronavirus: Fact vs. Fiction newsletter. Sign up here to receive the need-to-know headlines every weekday. (CNN)Studies have ...

We knew Covid-19 vaccines worked. Now we know more.
It seemed nothing short of a miracle ... efforts to vaccinate the world," said Dr. Peter Drobac, Director of the Skoll Centre for Social Entrepreneurship at Oxford Saïd Business School.

A rich-poor vaccination system is emerging -- Coronavirus Fact vs. Fiction
The vast majority of people had high, almost complete compliance ... jabs are mild and short-lived, including localised soreness, fatigue or aches and headaches. However the Oxford/AstraZeneca ...

Under-30s less compliant with Covid rules, UK data shows
China’s ruling Communist Party has opened a new front in its long, ambitious war to shape global public opinion: Western social media.

Army of fake fans online boosts China’s global messaging
Lewiston resident Ronald Fowler's military experience conducting security sweeps to evaluate risks and vulnerabilities has led to a lucrative civilian life teaching criminal justice and providing ...
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